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Welcome to our Woods Walk Information Page. This page has been created to explain what
our Woods Walk shoot is and what you would need to participate.
This shoot is 20 shots at various targets, mostly metal pendulum types, set up in the wooded
valley behind the club house. Distances range from 15 yd. to 96 yd.
All shooters are assigned to groups that are led through the course in a particular order by
a Range Officer. The Range Officer will score each shot and will enforce all safety rules. The
range rules are announced at the club house after the groups are organized and before the
first target at each shoot.
The shoot usually takes about three hours. Each of the five shoots will feature different
targets and or distances throughout the course.
All shoots will be "blanket'' prize shoots (optional} with the highest score having first pick
of anything on the prize table.
Sign up starts at 7:30. Participants may choose any of the usually three groups to shoot in.
roll call and the reading of our rules will be at the clubhouse parking lot at 8:30.
Our kitchen is currently closed. We will have coffee and doughnuts available at the Club
House, and at the pavilion near the pond.
We will be allowing modern black powder guns (in lines) this year on a trial basis. All guns
must be loaded from the muzzle and shoot a patched round ball of 54 caliber or less. Powder
must be loose and measured. Any type of sights may be used including scopes. Bring your
hunting gun out and have some fun with it.
Only traditional guns will eligible to compete for the championship and the prize table. All
scores will be announced at the end of the shoot at the club house.
Our season for the coming year on the 1st Sunday of the month starting November 2019 and
ending March 2020. Cancelations will be announced via Email and you may call the club
house the morning of the shoot. 610-689-5847. We do not cancel often!
Our objective is to present a professionally run shoot that is enjoyable and challenging, and
most important, have fun doing it. This is a friendly competition that is guaranteed to
improve your shooting and hunting skills.
Sincerely,
George, Marty & Henry

